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Taking your Measurements
-Measurements above the underbust line are only necessary for an overbust corset.
-Your measuring tape should always be parallel to the floor. Use a mirror to check.
-Your underbust (3) should be taken right at the crease of the bust. 
-Your waist (4) should be meausred at the gap between the bottom of your ribcage, and the top
of your hip bone. This is not necessarily the narrowest part of your midsection, but it is the most
compressible. compressible. 
-Your upper hip (5) should be taken about an inch below the top of your hip bones.
-The lower hip (6) should be taken where the leg bends, the approximate bottom
edge of your corset, NOT the fullest part of your hips and bottom.
-Your full bust (2) and lower hip (6) should be taken as a whole, and also divided into back
and front. It may help to mark the sides of your body.
-Waist to lap - centre front (6) and princess seam (7) measurements should be taken while
sitting straight in a chair, to ensure that the corset doesn’t dig into your lap when seated.sitting straight in a chair, to ensure that the corset doesn’t dig into your lap when seated.
-Along with your measurements, please take 2 photos of your torso, straight on to
the camera, and a side profile.

1. Upper bust
2. Full Bust
2a. Full Bust Front
2b. Full Bust Back
3. Underbust
4. Waist
5. Upper Hip5. Upper Hip
6. Lower Hip
6a. Lower hip Front
6b. Lower Hip Back

1. Upper Bust to Underbust
2. Crease of Armpit to Waist at side
3. Underbust to waist
4. Waist to High Hip
5. Waist to Lower Hip
6. Centre front, waist
to lap, sittingto lap, sitting
7.”Princess seam”, waist to lap, sitting


